
As 2021 began, many people were eager to put the previous year in the rearview mirror 
and look ahead with hope for better times. The change in the calendar year brought the 
resolution of some political uncertainty—Democrats gained control of the Senate and 
President Biden took office on January 20. But many of last year’s question marks still 
remain: will the economic recovery find its legs; will higher government spending push 
inflation and interest rates higher; and will the availability of COVID vaccines help put the 
pandemic behind us.

The following outlook is less of a forecast and more of an overview of key factors for 
advisors and investors to keep an eye on as the year unfolds. A perspective on the 
economy and the financial markets can help clients focus as volatility and uncertainty 
persist. Sharing our view of government activity at the federal level can provide a picture 
of other forces that may impact the investing climate.

Government watch: Gridlock grinds on
Ben Brewster, AVP, Nationwide Government Relations

Democrats took control of the levers of government in January, but with slim margins in 
both the House and Senate. That increases the likelihood for continued Congressional 
gridlock and dysfunction as President Biden’s campaign promises meet the reality of 
governing a divided country. However, there are still paths for Democratic lawmakers to 
advance their agenda, through regulation, reconciliation and action forcing events. We 
anticipate the early years of the Biden administration will be relatively quiet for regulation 
changes that impact the financial services industry, as department officials focus on 
other priorities. Additionally, many regulatory initiatives started by Trump officials at the 
Department of Labor and the SEC will likely stand, including updates to the DOL fiduciary 
rule and definitions for Regulation Best Interest at the SEC. However, Democrats are 
certain to further update these regulations with additional consumer protections in mind.

Reconciliation offers Democrats their best path to pursue their legislative agenda. Both 
political parties in previous administrations and Congresses have used reconciliation to 
enact policy changes; it’s useful when political margins are slim, requiring a simple majority 
vote for passage and making bills filibuster-proof, but limited to budgetary items such as tax 
law changes, spending and debt limits. One important feature of reconciliation is anything 
passed using the process can’t add to the federal deficit outside of a 10-year window.
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Chart 1: Three budget reconciliation opportunities in the 117th Congress (2021-2022)
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Over the next two years, Democrats will have three opportunities or action forcing events 
to put the reconciliation process in motion toward their legislative goals. (See illustration 
above.) To start, the third round of COVID-19 stimulus should come by March 30 as 
previous stimulus measures expire. The second event comes later in 2021 as Congress 
seeks to re-authorize spending for highways, defense and other infrastructure projects 
before September 30 deadlines. In addition, another battle looms this fall over raising 
the debt ceiling. The last event will be the federal government budget for the 2022 fiscal 
year, with proposals from the president due to arrive in April. The big question for all 
three legislative opportunities will be, what’s in the bills. Democrats will look to fund their 
spending priorities with revenue boosters that could impact the investment markets, such 
as corporate tax increases and the repeal of net operating loss carryover rules. We also 
anticipate changes to corporate interest allocation rules and significant increases in capital 
gains taxes. 

Economy watch: Through the soft patch
Ben Ayers, Senior Economist, Nationwide Economics

The U.S. economy emerged from a brief but sharp pandemic-related shock in the second 
half of last year, but hit a soft patch in November following the new wave of COVID-19 
infections. State and local governments re-imposed restrictions on travel and business 
activity as positive cases in their regions rose, leading to a drop in consumer activity and 
renewed layoffs. Service businesses such as restaurants, hotels, travel and entertainment 
were hit hard again. Jobless claims rose in December and January, but didn’t reach the 
high levels we saw in Spring 2020. 

There are signs of optimism in lower COVID cases numbers and the growing availability of 
vaccines, plus the promise of warmer weather in coming months, which should allow for 
the easing of pandemic restrictions and a resumption of business activity. Additionally, the 
second round of federal stimulus payments in January gave consumer spending a boost. 
As a result, we expect to see some improvement in the employment numbers for February 
and a gradual turnaround as consumers return to stores and restaurants. An expected third 
round of fiscal stimulus in the first half of this year should also propel the economy out of 
its current soft patch and toward a robust pace of growth in the second half of the year. 

Our current outlook calls for real Gross Domestic Product growth to exceed 5% in 2021, 
which would be the strongest pace of economic expansion in 40 years. (See chart above.) 
We also anticipate a drop in the unemployment rate to 5.5% for 2021, with a return to 
pre-pandemic employment levels expected in the following years. The Federal Reserve 
will remain largely supportive of faster growth with their pledge to keep interest rates at 
their current near-zero level for some time. Expect “lower for longer” monetary policy to 
continue, with no big jump in short-term rates even when the Fed does decide to make a 
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Chart 2: Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth, year-over-year. Forecast through 2023
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policy change. Some of the central bank’s asset purchase programs that were restarted 
at the outset of the pandemic will likely remain in place for a few more months, furthering 
the Fed’s accommodative stance. Tapering these programs isn’t on the radar right now. We 
don’t think this will occur until the end of 2021 at the earliest.

Market watch: Riding the tailwinds
Mark Hackett, Chief of Investment Research, Nationwide Investment Management Group

For the first time in a long while, the stock market was back in the mainstream news at 
the start of the year, thanks to the mania over GameStop and other stocks caught up in a 
retail-driven “short squeeze”. While it seems institutional investors were behind much of 
the price action on these shares, the episode did bring focus to individual investors and a 
rediscovered interest in stock investing. Greater participation in the markets would be a 
welcome development, especially among younger investors who have been unusually slow 
to commit to long-term saving and investing, but it would be good to see this increased 
interest come with less reactive and emotional behavior. 

Approximately two months into 2021, investors have adopted a glass-half-full approach with 
an “itchy trigger finger,” creating volatile yet positive market movement. Some tremendous 
tailwinds are intersecting, including significantly improved COVID-19 data that’s helping 
to reopen the economy, the increasing availability of vaccines, recent federal government 
stimulus and the prospect for a third round in the coming months, continued accommodative 
monetary policy by the Fed and an impressive rebound in corporate earnings. 

There are, however, realities that may limit returns for the capital markets going forward. 
First, it’s impossible to calculate the permanent impact from the virus and lockdowns, 
but it will likely be notable in small business and service-based employment. Second, 
substantial optimism is already priced into the market, with stock valuations unseen since 
the technology bubble. Third, asset allocation challenges persist given the challenging 
yield environment.

For the most part, growth in corporate earnings is sustaining the current growth spell, 
evidence of good fundamentals behind this rally. According to FactSet, 80 percent of S&P 
500 companies that have reported actual Q4 earnings have beat their EPS estimates (as of 
Feb. 12, 2021) and most have done so by wider-than-average margins. With no change in 
monetary policy coming and a boost from new fiscal stimulus expected, companies should 
be good position to continue this trend and deliver value to shareholders. 

One area where we may see some stress in the future is the bond market. Long-term rates 
have picked up since the end of 2020, with the 10-year Treasury yield rising above 1.0% for 
the first time since before the pandemic. It’s possible that rates have bottomed but strong 
demand has kept the lid on long-term Treasury yields, despite recent large issues from 
the U.S. Treasury. Inflation expectations are at their highest level since 2012, even though 
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Chart 3: Year-over-year change in 5-year breakeven inflation rate and Consumer Price Index, 2012 to February 2021
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actual inflation readings remain below the Fed’s 2% target. (See chart on page 3.) Higher 
inflation, coupled with rising government spending, could push long-term rates even 
higher. That could create an ugly situation for bond investors, who have for a long time 
flooded bond funds with inflows and only seen their holdings appreciate in value. During 
the long bond market rally where yields have gradually declined, price return has made an 
outsized contribution to bonds’ total return. With yields in many bond markets still near 
all-time lows, bond investors may not have much income buffer to shield them from price 
declines if rates move higher. 

Summary: Blowing in the wind

A year without an upcoming election offers investors a respite from politics. But because 
we’re living in a time of heightened partisanship and deep division, investors should expect 
the lure of politics to continue, potentially influencing decisions they make with their 
portfolio. The good news is, political party control in Washington has made little difference 
historically in market performance. Stocks have achieved nearly identical returns over the 
years, no matter the configuration of party control over the White House or Congress. 

But there is some potential bad news—partisanship is on the rise and gaining sway over 
investors. In 2020, 80 percent voters said election results really matter; this number was 
just 50% in 2000. And sentiment indicators between Republicans and Democrats have flip-
flopped again, just like they did in 2008 and 2016, with Democrats exchanging pessimism 
for optimism while Republicans do the opposite. 

This makes no sense. First, economic and market conditions don’t change overnight, as 
this sentiment shift practically indicates. Second, it’s rarely as good as you may think when 
your side is winning, and rarely as bad as you may think when your side is losing. This is 
how emotion can influence important decisions you make about money and investing. It’s 
important to stay informed about what’s happening in the market, the economy and the 
wider world, but investors should be more judicious and objective with the information 
they use to make financial decisions. Trading on emotion leads to suboptimal 
performance. This will remain true no matter which way the wind blows in Washington 
D.C.
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